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PRE-EQUILIBRIUM EMISSION AND INCOMPLETEFUSION PROCESSES IN THE INTERACTION OF12C AND 16O WITH HEAVY NUCLEIBELOW 10 MeV/NUCLEON�Ettore GadioliDipartimento di Fisia, Università di MilanoIstituto Nazionale di Fisia Nuleare, Milanovia Celoria 16, 20133 Milano, Italiae-mail: Gadioli�mi.infn.it(Reeived July 4, 1998)Even at low energies the study of the reations ourring in the intera-tion of two heavy ions reveals a large variety of ontributing mehanisms.The omplete fusion of the two ions is usually the dominant proess, buteven at energies only slightly greater than the Coulomb barrier inompletefusion and deep inelasti proesses are far from being negligible. Contraryto a widespread opinion the omplete fusion itself may not produe imme-diately an equilibrated ompound nuleus. On the way to the equilibriumthe emission of pre-equilibrium ejetiles from the intermediate ompositenuleus reated in the fusion may be measurable. From its study one maydedue important information on both the two ion mean �eld interationand the intranuleon interation asade through whih the omposite nu-leus equilibrates. Meaningful information on these phenomena has beenobtained by ativation studies by measuring the exitation funtions forresidue formation, residue forward range reoil distributions and mean for-ward ranges, and residue angular distributions. As an example of suhstudies I will disuss the results of a study of the interation of 12C and16O with heavy nulei showing how the observations mentioned above maylead to a quite aurate determination of the ross-setions of the on-tributing mehanisms, and provide information on the fragmentation of theprojetile and the emission of fast ejetiles during the omposite nuleusthermalization.PACS numbers: 25.70.Gh, 25.70.Ji� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1493)



1494 E. Gadioli1. IntrodutionThe study of heavy ion interations at low relative energies has greatlyontributed to our knowledge of nulear dynamis. Just to mention a fewarguments, these studies lari�ed the role of angular momentum in nulearinterations and showed that high relative angular momenta lead to a dra-mati inrease of  ray emission and �ssility and to dynamial instabilitytoward �ssion [1�5℄ 1. They also lead to the reognition of the existene ofthe yrast states and of a large variety of phenomena whih range from om-plete and inomplete fusion proesses and deep inelasti ollisions to distantinterations [6�11℄. Also the existene of angular momentum windows forthe ourrene of these proesses was learly reognized [12�17℄.The interation of low energy heavy ions has also greatly inreased ourknowledge of nulear struture trough the investigation, by means of the in-beam -ray spetrosopy, of giant resonanes [18℄ and nulear deformationand super-deformation [19�21℄.However, in the ase of nulear dynamis, these studies often did notinvestigate systematially and in detail the phenomena whih our. Forexample, the fusion ross-setion is known with good auray, for a largevariety of projetile � target ombinations [9℄, but muh less is known aboutthe value and the energy dependene of the ross-setions of the reationswhih originate from the two ion fusion, even if one knows from light partilereations that this information is of paramount importane for the study ofthe thermalization of the ompound nuleus (the proess whih leads to thestatistial equilibrium) and of the emission of pre-equilibrium partiles. Alsothe information on non-fusion reations is often not very systemati.In this paper I will disuss the results of a systemati study of the rea-tions indued by low energy (Ein � 10 MeV/nuleon) 12C and 16O ions onheavy nulei whih was made with the sope of measuring and analysing datarelated to a large and representative number of reations in order to investi-gate if the theory may quantitatively reprodue with a reasonable auraythese data. These experiments were made using the nulear ativation teh-nique whih provides in the simplest and fastest way the omprehensive andat the same time detailed information we are looking for. In the next Setionthe experiments are brie�y desribed and the results obtained summarizedshowing the new information whih they provided. In the following Setionthe results of the theoretial analysis are disussed. Last Setion is devotedto the onlusions.1 No attempt is given to provide an exhaustive referene to the large number of papersdevoted to this subjet. I quote a few artiles whih I found useful for understandingthe little whih I know, but whih ertainly do not onstitute a balaned and fairsample of the work whih has been done.



Pre-Equilibrium Emission and Inomplete Fusion Proesses : : : 14952. Experimental resultsIn many reations a single heavy produt is produed together with manylighter partiles and -rays and the measurement of the ross setion forits prodution, of its veloity and of its angular distributions greatly helpsone to understand the mehanism(s) by whih it was produed. In thease of low energy heavy ion reations produing heavy residues with verylow energy (E=A � 0:1 MeV/nuleon) time of �ight measurements and theuse of �E�E telesopes do not allow one to identify the residues whih areprodued. These may be identi�ed by deteting in in-beam experimentsthe harateristi -rays their emit in their prompt deay to the g.s. orby deteting o�-beam, in ase of radioative residues, the -rays emitted bytheir deay produts, whose intensity dereases exponentially with time withthe radioative residue mean-life [22,23℄. While the �rst tehnique has beenwidely used in nulear struture studies, most of the reation mehanismstudies have used the seond tehnique.The residue's angle and energy integrated prodution ross-setion isobtained by measuring the ativity indued in a target and a ather, down-stream the target, of thikness larger than the residue maximum range. Theresidue veloity distribution is dedued from their range distribution whih isobtained by measuring the ativity indued in a set of athers muh thinnerthan the residue maximum range [24�27℄. The residue angular distributionis measured using athers of suitable shape [28,29℄.The enormous improvement in energy resolution and e�ieny of  de-tetors eliminates, in most ases, the need of the hemial separation ofthe reation produts before measuring their ativity. Present knowledgeof the deay shemes and -ray abundanes [30℄ allows one to obtain au-rate values of the ross-setions from the measured ativities. However, onean usually measure the ativity of only a fration of the residues whih areprodued, and without fast hemial separation many of the measured ross-setions are umulative. This means that they are a weighted sum of theindependent prodution ross-setion of the residue onsidered and the in-dependent prodution ross-setions of its preursors [31℄. This fat, whih,as shown later, may be even useful for ertain purposes must be arefullytaken into aount in the analysis of the data.Most of the experiments whih I disuss in this paper were made at theLaboratorio Nazionale del Sud in Catania. Only part of the results we haveobtained has been published [26,31�35℄ and many of the results I will disusshave not been previously shown. In these experiments all the methods brie�ymentioned above have been used. At �rst, several tens exitation funtionsfor residue formation in the interation of 12C with 181Ta and 197Au and 16Owith 165Ho and 181Ta have been measured from Coulomb barrier up to about



1496 E. Gadioli8.5 MeV/nuleon. Three groups of exitation funtions were identi�ed ineah ase. The �rst, whih inludes those for the formation of residues withharge equal to ZCN = ZP + ZT and ZCN � 1 (ZP and ZT are, respetively,the projetile and the target nuleus harge), display, as a funtion of theinident partile energy, an abrupt rise after threshold, a maximum 10 to20 MeV wide and afterwards a fast derease (with slope sensibly smallerthan that of the initial rise). This shape is harateristi of the deay ofnulei having initially a well de�ned energy, as ourring in omplete fusionproesses. The asent of the exitation funtion starts as soon as the energyis su�ient for the emission of the partiles orresponding to the onsideredreation, and the fall as soon as the energy is su�ient for emitting one morepartile.The exitation funtions for prodution of residues with Z � ZCN � 2always inrease in the onsidered energy interval. Those of residues withZ = ZCN � 2 or Z = ZCN � 3 quite fast, those of lower harge residuesmore gently. The main reason for this behaviour is the ontribution tothe residue's prodution of reation mehanisms whih produe in an initialstage exited nulei with a broad exitation energy distribution, so that theirfurther deay to a partiular residue annot display a sudden derease withinreasing their average exitation energy even in the presene of a domi-nant evaporation mehanism. The hypothesis that, in the ase of 12C and16O indued reations, this reation mehanism ould be an inomplete fu-sion of �-type projetile fragments (�'s, 8Be and 12C) [15�17,24�26,28℄, wason�rmed by the measurement of residue forward reoil range distributions(FRRD) using thin targets and staks of aluminium athers of thiknessas low as 20 �g/m2. As explained in the next Setion, these experimentsshowed that the average forward range of Z � ZCN � 2 residues dereaseswith dereasing their harge in quantitative agreement with the expetedinomplete fusion proesses.In the ase of the interation of 16O with 181Ta, the residue angular dis-tributions were also measured at many inident energies using thin 181Tatargets (50-60 �g/m2 thik) and a set of thik athers made of a entralirular ather and �ve adjaent annular athers with inreasing outerdiameters. With this set of athers the ativity of residues reoiling ap-proximately in the following angular intervals: 0Æ�12Æ, 12Æ�20Æ, 20Æ�27Æ,27Æ�34Æ, 34Æ�40Æ and 40Æ�50Æ was measured. This experiment showed thatthe average reoil angle of the residues inreases with dereasing the residueharge still in quantitative agreement with the hypothesis that the low hargeresidues are produed in the inomplete fusion of � type fragments of theprojetile. These results are exempli�ed in Figs 1 and 2 whih refer to theinteration of, respetively, 12C and 16O with 181Ta.Fig. 1 shows the exitation funtions and the forward residue reoil range
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Fig. 1. Exitation funtions (EF) and forward reoil range distributions (FRRD)(measured at an inident energy of 77 MeV) of residues produed in the intera-tion of 12C with 181Ta. In the ase of the 188Pt EF, the full line gives the valuepredited onsidering pre-equilibrium emissions, the dashed line onsidering a pureevaporative deay. In ase of the 186Ira+b EF the dashed line is the ontributionof omplete fusion (inluding pre-equilibrium emission), the dot and dash line theontribution of inomplete fusion of 8Be, the full line the sum of the two ontri-butions. In the ase of the 182Reg+m EF the dashed and dash and dot lines give,respetively, the ontribution of omplete fusion and 8Be inomplete fusion. Thealmost superimposed dotted and full lines give, respetively, the ontribution of� inomplete fusion and the sum of all the ontributing mehanisms. In the aseof FRRD, the blak dots and the histograms give, respetively, the measured andalulated values.distributions, measured at an inident energy of 77 MeV, of (a) a ompletefusion residue (188Pt), (b) a residue (186Ira+b) whih is mainly produed inthe inomplete fusion of a 8Be fragment and () a residue (182Reg+m) whihis mainly produed in the inomplete fusion of an �-partile. At 77 MeV,the average forward range of 188Pt is about 300 �g/m2 in aluminium. Thatof 186Ira+b whih, at this energy, is expeted to be mainly produed in theinomplete fusion of a 8Be is about 200 �g/m2. Finally, that of 182Reg+mwhih is mainly produed in the inomplete fusion of one � partile is about150 �g/m2.Fig. 2 shows in the upper part the exitation funtions for prodution of
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Fig. 2. Exitation funtions (EF), forward reoil range distributions (FRRD) (mea-sured at an inident energy of 112 MeV) and angular distributions (AD) (measuredat the indiated inident energies) of residues produed in the interation of 16Owith 181Ta. In the ase of the 192Hg EF, the blak dots are the values measuredwith a thik target and a thik ather in ontat (thus deteting all residues re-oiling in the forward diretion), the open squares the values measured using aather ativated only by residues reoiling within a 12Æ one. The full and dashedlines are the alulated values with and without pre-equilibrium emission. In thease of the 190Au and 189Pt EF, the lines give the ontribution of omplete fusion(dashed line), of inomplete 12C fusion (dash and dot line) and the sum of the twoontributions (full line). In ase of 181Re, the full line gives the ontribution of �partile inomplete fusion (the other mehanisms give a negligible ontribution).In the ase of FRRD, the blak points and the histograms give, respetively, theexperimental and the alulated values. In the ase of AD, the large bin histogramsgive the experimental values, the small bin histograms the alulated values.(a) 192Hg in a omplete fusion reation, (b) 190Au and 189Pt whih may beprodued both in a omplete fusion and in a partial fusion of a 12C fragmentfrom 16O break-up, and () 181Re whih is produed only in the inom-plete fusion of one � partile from 16O break-up. In fat suh a low hargeresidue annot be produed in a signi�ant amount by harged partile de-ay of higher harge exited nulei produed in the primary projetile-target



Pre-Equilibrium Emission and Inomplete Fusion Proesses : : : 1499interation. In the onsidered reation the observed Re isotopes are pre-dominantly produed through neutron deay of higher mass Re isotopesprodued in the primary interation. The middle part of the �gure showsthe residue FRRD measured at an inident energy of 112 MeV. The 192Hgdistribution has a maximum at a range (in aluminium) of about 500 �g/m2,as expeted for a omplete fusion proess where the projetile linear momen-tum is ompletely transferred to the ompound nuleus. At 112 MeV, as itis shown in the �gure, the theory suggest that 190Au is predominantly pro-dued in a omplete fusion reation while 189Pt is predominantly produedin an inomplete 12C fusion. In fat their FRRD peak, respetively, at 500and about 400 �g/m2. The FRRD of 181Re peaks at about 100 �g/m2in agreement with the expeted low linear momentum transferred in an in-omplete � partile fusion. The lowest part of the �gure shows for eahonsidered residue d�d� = 1d� Z d�d
F (�)2�sin�d� (1)as a funtion of � at the 16O inident energies indiated (F (�) is the atherresponse funtion). 192Hg and 190Au have an average emission angle of 5Æ.The angular distribution of 189Pt, whih at 128 MeV is expeted to be pro-dued with omparable ross-setions both in the omplete fusion reationand in the inomplete fusion of a 12C, splits into two ontributions emittedat average angles of, respetively, �5 and 15Æ. The angular distribution of181Re, whih at 97 MeV is produed only through the inomplete fusion ofone � partile, peaks at the substantially larger angle of 40Æ�50Æ.This disussion suggests that in a arefully planned experiment one mayquite easily identify the residues that are produed in, respetively, ompleteand inomplete fusion reations (or transfer proesses). In all the experi-ments whih we made we have been able to dedue the ross-setion forfusion without �ssion �CF(1 � PF) (PF is the �ssion probability) by sum-ming the measured ross-setions for the prodution of the omplete fusionresidues. This was possible, even if only a fration of the residues whih wereprodued has been observed, by exploiting the fat that several residues wereprodued umulatively and thus their ross-setion gave us the rate of inde-pendent prodution of all their isobars also if most of them were not diretlyobserved. This proedure is disussed in [31℄. The ross-setion �CF(1�PF)is given for the four onsidered reations in Fig. 3 whih shows the extremedetail of the information obtained with these experiments in omparisonwith that obtained with other experimental methods. As shown in Fig. 4,the values we �nd for the fusion ross-setion by summing to �CF(1�PF) the�ssion ross-setion [36�39℄ are in exellent agreement with those preditedby the systematis based essentially on the results of ounter experiments [9℄.
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Fig. 3. The blak dots give the experimental values of �CF(1�PF), the ross setionfor omplete fusion without �ssion, for the heavy ion interations indiated. Thefull line passing through these points averages over loal �utuations due to theexperimental unertainty. The other lines give the ontribution of the ross setionsfor prodution of the isobars with the mass number shown.The ross-setion for several inomplete fusion reations ould be alsomeasured quite aurately in all the onsidered heavy ion interations andfrom these values it was possible to dedue the total ross-setion of inom-plete fusion proesses. Their values are ompared in Fig. 5, in the aseof the interation of 12C and 16O with 181Ta with those predited by thesystematis [9℄. The ativation experiments allowed us to obtain also theontribution of the di�erent inomplete fusion reations whih we suggestto be the inomplete fusion of a 8Be and one � partile in the ase of the12C interation and the inomplete fusion of 12C, 8Be, 6Li and � fragmentsin the ase of the 12O interation.
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Fig. 4. The blak points give �CF(1�PF), the open dots the total omplete fusion�CF obtained by adding to the previous ross-setion the �ssion ross setion �F.The line with the label �W gives the value of the omplete fusion ross setionpredited by Wilke et al. [9℄. 3. Theory3.1. Complete fusion proessesAs shown in previous Setion, the exitation funtions of omplete fu-sion reations have approximately an asymmetri bell shape. In one of the�rst studies of these reations, Alexander and Simono�, measuring the ex-itation funtions of several (12C,xn) and (16O,xn) reations on rare earthnulei [4,5℄ at inident energies below 10 MeV/nuleon, noted that theseexitation funtions have widths onsiderably larger than those of the exi-tation funtions of reations indued by light partiles reating omposite
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Fig. 5. Left part: Complete fusion ross setion (open dots), and 8Be (blak tri-angles) and � (open triangles) inomplete fusion ross setions for the interationof 12C with 181Ta. The blak dots give the total reation ross setion (�R) andthe line the values predited by Wilke et al. (�W) [9℄. Right part: Completefusion ross setion (open dots) and 12C (blak squares), 8Be (superimposed upand down triangles), 6Li (open triangles) and � (open squares) inomplete fusionross setions for the interation of 16O with 181Ta. The blak dots give the totalreation ross setion and the line the values predited for this quantity by Wilkeet al. [9℄.nulei of omparable mass, harge and exitation energy. Assuming thatthese reations proeed through the formation of a ompound nuleus in astate of statistial equilibrium this broadening may be a onsequene of thehigh angular momentum of the nulei whih are reated in the two heavy ioninteration. As shown by Mollenauer [1℄ and Grover [6℄ this auses a on-siderable inrease of -ray emission at the end of the evaporation asadewhere partile emission is suppressed by the lak of high angular momentumstates of low exitation energy. This led to the disovery of the existene ofthe yrast states, the states of minimum energy for a given angular momen-tum whih revealed itself so fruitful both in nulear dynamis and nulearstruture studies. In fat it has been assumed for a long time that angularmomentum e�ets alone might explain the observed features of heavy ion



Pre-Equilibrium Emission and Inomplete Fusion Proesses : : : 1503omplete fusion reations at inident energies below 10 MeV/nuleon. How-ever, the aumulation of the data showed that to reprodue aurately theobserved broadening of the exitation funtions one has to assume that the emission is enhaned muh more than expeted onsidering the onstraintsto partile deay due to the presene of the yrast states. The situation isbest summarized by the results of a study made by Gilat, Jones and Alexan-der [40℄ who found that, in order to approximately reprodue the observedbroadening of the exitation funtions measured by Alexander ad Simono�[4,5℄ in the interation of 70�155 MeV 16O ions with 140Ce, the  deayrates of ompound nuleus states with energy about 10 MeV greater thanthat of the orresponding yrast states should be enhaned by a fator ofabout 100 with respet to the  deay rates of the neutron resonanes. Thisinrease greatly redues the probability of emission of partiles at the endof the evaporation hain and thus automatially inreases the width of theexitation funtions. However, the alulation still underestimated by about10 MeV the broadening of some exitation funtions and, in addition, thethresholds of the alulated exitation funtions was too high in omparisonwith the experimental ones. A better reprodution of these exitation fun-tions was obtained assuming that the  deay rates inrease linearly with(2J+1), where J is the ompound nuleus angular momentum, as suggestedby Sperber [41℄. In this ase the thresholds were orretly reprodued, butat energies exeeding that of the maximum of the exitation funtion thealulated values still underestimated the experimental ones. Aording tothe same authors the  ray enhanement is not neessary, and does nothange or even makes worse the agreement between the alulation and theexperiment in ase of reations indued by � partiles with energy up toabout 120 MeV on 154Gd and up to about 60 MeV on 181Ta [40℄.As an alternatively explanation, one may assume that the emission ofpre-equilibrium partiles may ontribute to the observed broadening of theexitation funtions. In fat these partiles have onsiderably higher energythan the evaporated partiles and, thus, their emission redues the totalnumber of partiles whih may be subsequently evaporated. This leads toan inrease of the width of the exitation funtions beause the ross-setionfor emission of a given number of partiles may be still sizeable at energieswhere a pure evaporative proess greatly favours the emission of a highernumber of ejetiles.The analysis of heavy ion interations produing heavy ompound nu-lei (A � 200) is of prominent interest sine, due to the ompetition with�ssion, only ompound nuleus states of relatively small angular momentummay deay by partile emission and this minimizes the in�uene of angularmomentum e�ets on the exitation funtions for prodution of spallationresidues. This is the ase of the interation of 12C with 197Au, beause the



1504 E. Gadiolimaximum angular momentum of the ompound nuleus for partile deayis estimated to be about 28 � 2 ~ [31,32℄. The analysis of the orrespond-ing reations suggests the presene of pre-equilibrium emissions already atenergies of the order of the two-ion Coulomb barrier.The theory we use for the analysis of the data is disussed in a series ofpapers [42�45℄ and the appliation to the reations onsidered here is dis-ussed in [31℄. One assumes that the approahing and the probability offusion of the two interating ions are ruled by their mean �eld interation.At the low energies we onsider here, the two ions are greatly slowed downby their Coulomb repulsion. Thus, when they eventually ome in ontat,their translational veloity is muh smaller than the internal veloity of theirnuleons. The two ions start to exhange nuleons as soon as they are inontat, but have not yet merged in a ommon potential well. The as-ade of interations between the projetile's and target's nuleons, whih wesimulate by means of a set of Boltzmann Master Equations (BME), bringsto the omposite nuleus thermalization when still a sizeable part of thetotal exitation energy (of the order of the two-ion Coulomb barrier at on-tat) is frozen as olletive deformation energy. It takes a muh longer timeto transform this energy into thermal exitation energy of the ompoundnuleus. The initial energy distribution of the nuleons of the intermediateomposite nuleus is evaluated by oupling the translational and the internalmomenta of the projetile's and target's nuleons. The shell model internalmomentum distributions of the nuleons are approximated by Gaussian andSaxon�Wood distributions [44℄. Solving the BME one evaluates, as funtionof time, the angle integrated pre-equilibrium partile spetra [42�44℄ whihfurther are used in a Monte Carlo alulation for evaluating the probabilityof emitting a given number of partiles (inluding those emitted in the sub-sequent hain of evaporations) and thus for prediting the ross-setions ofthe reations whih may our [45℄. Using a set of input parameters weaklydependent on A and Z, whih are given in [31℄, one obtains a satisfatoryreprodution of the exitation funtions of all the omplete fusion reationsin the four heavy ion interations whih we are onsidering. An example ofthe results whih one obtains is shown in Fig. 6 whih shows the omparisonbetween the alulated and the experimental values for four representativeexitation funtions.The omplete fusion residues reoil in the forward diretion with an aver-age emission angle of about 5Æ and have an average linear momentum almostequal to that of the projetile (the redution due to the emission of the pre-equilibrium nuleons is quite small at the low inident energies onsideredhere). As it is shown in Fig. 1 and 2, both these experimental �ndings arewell reprodued by the alulations. The linear momentum of the nuleiof the de-exitation hain hanges at eah partile emission. The angular
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Fig. 6. Typial exitation funtions of omplete fusion reations ourring in thefour heavy ion interations onsidered. 189Ir is produed in the interation of 12Cwith 181Ta, 205At in the interation of 12C with 197Au, 176Ta in the interation of16O with 165Ho and 192Hg in the interation of 16O with 181Ta. In all the ases thefull line gives the predited ross setions onsidering pre-equilibrium emissions,the dashed lines the values obtained onsidering a pure evaporative deay of theompound nulei reated in the omplete fusion reations.distribution of the pre-equilibrium partiles is approximately given byd2�dEd
 / exp(��=��) ; (2)where � is the emission angle with respet to the reoil diretion of the de-aying nuleus, �� = 2�=kRCN, k is the emitted partile wave number and



1506 E. GadioliRCN � 1:3A1=3CN is the radius of the deaying nuleus [46,47℄. The evaporatedpartiles are assumed to be emitted with either an isotropi or a 1= sin � dis-tribution, aording to the angular momentum J of the deaying nuleus[32℄. If J is muh greater than the emitted partile orbital angular momen-tum, the partiles are assumed to be emitted in the plane perpendiularto J . For smaller angular momenta the partiles are assumed to have anisotropi distribution with respet to the diretion of J . The alulationsreprodue also satisfatorily the width of the measured residue FRRD, asshown in Figs 1 and 2.Di�erent experimental data on�rm the presene of pre-equilibrium emis-sions in low energy heavy ion interations. As an example, in Fig. 7 theexperimental [48℄ double di�erential spetra of the neutrons emitted in the
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Fig. 7. The blak points give the double di�erential spetra of the neutrons emittedin the interation of 220 MeV 20Ne ions with 165Ho [48℄. The full lines show thespetra of the pre-equilibrium neutrons emitted before attaining the statistialequilibrium state.



Pre-Equilibrium Emission and Inomplete Fusion Proesses : : : 1507interation of 220 MeV 20Ne ions with 165Ho are ompared to the preditedpre-equilibrium spetra [49℄. This omparison on�rms that the highest en-ergy neutrons are emitted in the ourse of the nulear thermalization beforereahing the statistial equilibrium.As a onlusion, I feel that these studies provide onvining evidene ofthe presene of pre-equilibrium proesses even in quite low energy heavy ioninterations. 3.2. Inomplete fusion reationsFig. 5 shows that a non-negligible fration of the reation ross-setionis aounted for by non omplete fusion reations. As mentioned before,the study of the exitation funtions, of the forward reoil ranges and theangular distributions of the orresponding residues is onsistent with the hy-pothesis that these proesses might be the inomplete fusions of fragmentsfrom projetile break-up. In a �rst approximation, the double di�erentialspetra of the spetator fragments (those whih do not interat with thetarget nuleus and �y away almost undisturbed) are alulated, with theSerber approximation [26,32,50,51℄. At suh low energies one must also takeinto aount the bending, due to the Coulomb �eld, of the projetile tra-jetory before the break-up. One one knows the emission probability ofthe spetator fragment both as a funtion of the energy and the angle, theexitation energy and the linear momentum of the intermediate ompositenuleus formed in the inomplete fusion reation is evaluated by imposingthe energy and linear momentum onservation. Further partile emissionshange only weakly the diretion of the deaying nulei. Figs 1 and 2 showthat these alulations reprodue reasonably well both the residue's aver-age forward ranges and the widths of the reoil distributions. Partiularlyintriguing is the large reoil angle (40Æ�50Æ) of the residues reated in the in-omplete fusion of � partiles, whih is very satisfatorily reprodued by thealulation. However, while at higher inident energies the absolute value ofthe ross setions for the inomplete fusion of 12C and 16O fragments seemto be reasonably well desribed by the ritial angular momentum model[15,52℄, I am not aware of a satisfatory theory of these proesses for suhlow energies, even if the measured exitation funtions, the forward reoilrange and the angular distributions are those we expet on the basis of abreak-up-fusion mehanism.4. Summary and onlusionI have shown how the study of heavy ion interations at low inident en-ergy may still provide useful information on the reation mehanisms. I havemainly disussed the results of ativation studies showing that they provide
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